CORRIGENDUM: CLARIFICATIONS

Date: 26-06-2024

Tender No: IISc/Tender-IDS-BE-11/2023-24

For “Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning of laboratory furniture in the lower ground floor at the IDR Building in IISc, Bangalore

Page 4, Section 1 “Tender Notification”, “Earnest Money to be deposited with the tender” currently reads

“Rs. 8,00,000

EMD should be deposited in the form of Demand Draft Necessary bank details of IISc is enclosed with the tender”.

Please read it revised as follows:

“Rs. 8,00,000

EMD should be deposited in the form of Demand Draft. Bank. Necessary bank details of IISc is enclosed with the tender.

The Bidder can pay the Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) in the form of bank guarantee to “The Registrar, IISc” payable at “Bangalore”.”

Sanhita Sinharay (Jun 26, 2024 14:14 GMT+5.5)